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	Bootstrap Starter

	A WordPress starter theme, built with Bootstrap and enhanced with the Runway framework.

	Find out more
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                    Our Approach

                    Resort-Style Senior Living Communities in Texas


					Franklin Park® Senior Living communities embody the experience that high-end resorts offer. Beautiful landscapes, elegant architecture, and inviting atmospheres immerse residents to create an ideal environment for those looking to get the most out of their senior living experience.

We invite you to explore the lifestyle options, care, and luxury amenities offered at our senior living communities throughout San Antonio.


					                        View Our Communities 
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Care & Lifestyle Options
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                                    Independent Living

                                    
Independent living services at Franklin Park® communities offer a maintenance-free lifestyle of luxury, comfort, and exciting opportunity.


                                    READ MORE
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                                    Assisted Living

                                    
Franklin Park® Assisted Living offers support and assistance while fostering independence, growth, and activity.


                                    READ MORE
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                                    Memory Care

                                    
Our Refreshing Waters® Memory Care provides a comfortable and compassionate environment for individuals with memory impairments.


                                    READ MORE
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				Personalized Senior Living Lifestyles


				Franklin Park® believes that every individual we serve should experience senior living in a way that accentuates their preferred lifestyle. Our communities offer independent living, assisted living, and memory care options to meet a variety of care needs and personal goals through an enhanced quality of life.

Each lifestyle option is designed to foster engagement, create opportunities for success, and support residents when they need it.
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				The Franklin Park® Lifestyle


				Each day at Franklin Park® is an opportunity to embark on new adventures, expand horizons, and create meaningful experiences.

Residents at Franklin Park® can enjoy an early morning jog while viewing the elegant courtyards, sip their coffee in welcoming dining rooms, and get pampered at our salon and spa to relax at the end of their productive day.


							

		

	







    
        
            
            
        

    







Upscale Amenities and Accommodations

Franklin Park® puts dedication in every detail by providing modern, upscale amenities in luxurious settings and creating a relaxing atmosphere for you and your family to enjoy together. From chef-prepared meals to beautiful common areas, our community offers everything your loved one needs to feel right at home.
















What People Are Saying About Us










	

        
	            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                                                 
                           I try to maintain as much independence as I can...Living here allows me to do that.

                        

                                            

                

        
	            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                                                 
                           Franklin Park® is luxury senior living. All these things are taken care of for you; you can just relax and enjoy your life.

                        

                                            

                

        
	            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                                                 
                           It’s a positive thing to be able to establish your new lifestyle while you can still enjoy it.

                        

                                            

                

        
	            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                                                 
                           Franklin Park® has everything you could want. They became my family; they made me feel welcome.

                        

                                            

                

        
	            
                
                    
                        
                            

                        

                                                 
                           There are so many planned activities, you could be busy all the time.

                        

                                            

                

        	



	
		
			
				

			

		

	









Our Communities
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	            Alamo Heights

	            
	                Franklin Park® Alamo Heights was designed to be a very special senior living enclave, deeply rooted in the culture of San Antonio with a sense of history and thoughtfully designed to exude a timeless presence. From the moment you arrive, you will be greeted with a memorable experience including beautiful fountains and landscaped gardens, inviting common areas, and a community of new friends.

	                VIEW 
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	            Sonterra

	            
	                At Franklin Park® Sonterra in San Antonio, you’ll enjoy a carefree retirement in our spacious and welcoming community. Choose between an independent or assisted living option for a maintenance-free, refreshing lifestyle, free from the burdens and stress of homeownership.

	                VIEW 
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	            TPC Parkway

	            
	                At Franklin Park® TPC Parkway, you’ll enjoy peace of mind knowing that additional care and assisted living services are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Each home is intentionally-designed and captures a unique sense of style. Assisted living services offered in a community-style setting lets you enjoy a refreshing lifestyle free from the burdens and stress of living on your own.

	                VIEW 
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	            Boerne

	            
	                Located just outside of San Antonio, Franklin Park® Boerne is artistically designed to capture a unique sense of style and allow for privacy and retreat. Functionality mixed with luxurious details gives your home substance and beauty at Franklin Park® Boerne.

	                VIEW 
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                                    Posted by Franklin Park Communities on April 1, 2024 8:00 am

                                    
                                        What Are the Early Signs of Dementia?

                                    
                                    
                                        Dementia is an umbrella term for a set of symptoms that affect memory, thinking, and social abilities severely enough to interfere with daily functioning. Recognizing the early signs of dementia can be difficult, but knowing what to look for is crucial for caregivers and family members. It ensures that your family member receives a proper […]

                                        Read More 
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                                    Posted by Franklin Park Communities on March 15, 2024 8:00 am

                                    
                                        How to Transition from Homeownership to Senior Living in San Antonio

                                    
                                    
                                        Transitioning from homeownership to a senior living community in San Antonio, Texas, is a significant life change that requires careful planning and preparation. Whether you’re considering this transition for yourself or a loved one, our team at Franklin Park® Senior Living is providing you with clear steps to navigate the process and ensure a smooth […]

                                        Read More 
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                                    Posted by Franklin Park Communities on March 1, 2024 8:00 am

                                    
                                        5 Ways to Pay for Assisted Living

                                    
                                    
                                        As we age, planning for assisted living expenses becomes more important than ever. It’s crucial to explore various options to cover the costs of assisted living so you can ensure a comfortable and secure future. While the costs of assisted living can be substantial, there are several effective ways to pay for it.

                                        Read More 
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				Find the Right Level of Senior Living for You

                
Start exploring what Franklin Park® can do for you and your family by contacting our team today.
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					18323 Sonterra Place, San Antonio, TX 78258
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